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GR Case No. No. 56 of 2019 

Dictated and corrected by me 

Debasish Kashyap, Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M), Chapakhowa, Sadiya 

 

IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA, 

 

GR No. 56 of 2019 @ PRC Case NO.111/2019 

 

STATE OF ASSAM 

-VS- 

 

SRI ABINASH GOGOI, SRI PADMESWAR GOGOI 

ADDRESS: VILL. THAPOBARI,  

P.S. SAIKHOWAGHAT, DIST: TINSUKIA (ASSAM) 

 

Under Section 380 of IPC 

 

 Present: Debasish Kashyap, 

   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), Sadiya 

 

 

FOR THE STATE:  Mrs. Sulekha Kar, learned Asstt. PP 

 

FOR THE ACCUSED: Mr. M. Buragohain, learned legal aid counsel  

 

CHARGE FRAMED ON: 30/07/2019 
 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 22/08/2019, 04/09/2019, 30/09/2019 
 

ARGUMENT HEARD ON:  03/10/2019 

 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:  03/10/2019 

JUDGMENT 

1. The case of the prosecution is that the accused had stolen one water 

pump (240v) from the house of Laba Kakati and one vehicle battery from the 

vehicle of Tikhan Mahanta of village Thapabari, P.S. Saikowaghat, Dist. Tinsukia, 

Assam. An FIR was lodged by Sri Laba Kakati in this regard at Saikhowaghat P.S. 

which was registered as Saikhowaghat P.S case No. 05/2019 under Section 380 

of IPC and S.I(P), Sri Utpal Das took over the investigation of the case. After 

investigation, charge-sheet was submitted against the accused under Section 380 
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of IPC. 

 

2. Accused is arrested and remanded to judicial custody. Later, he was 

released on bail. But, he could not furnish bail bond and surety. Hence, he is 

tried while in custody. The accused could not engage any lawyer for his defence. 

Hence, learned legal aid counsel Sri Montu Buragohain is engaged from the Court 

to defend the accused in this case. Copies of relevant documents are furnished to 

the accused. After hearing both sides and finding prima facie material, charge 

under Section 380 of IPC was framed against the accused. The particulars of the 

said offence was read over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

3. Prosecution has adduced evidence of four witnesses including the I/O. 

The accused is examined under Section 313 of Cr.P.C. and his plea is of total 

denial. Defence side declined to adduce any evidence and hence defence 

evidence is closed. I have heard the argument of both the sides. 

 

4.  POINT FOR DETERMINATION: 

Whether the accused on 30.01.2019 at about 5.00 PM committed theft of one 

water pump in the house of Sri Laba Kakati at village Thapabari, P.S. 

Saikowaghat, Dist. Tinsukia, Assam and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under Section 380 of IPC? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREFORE: 

 

5. P.W.1 Sri Loba Kakoty is the informant of this case. He deposed in his 

evidence that about five months ago, the accused Abinash Gogoi committed theft 

of one motor pump of 220V from his house. After about one week of the 

incident, the accused sold the stolen motor pump to Huneswar Kakoti of his 

village. On getting that information, he went to the house of Huneswar Kakoti 

and confirmed that it was his stolen motor pump. Then he could know that 

Abinash had stolen the motor pump from his house. The accused had also sold 

one battery that is fitted to auto in the house of Huneswar Kakoti. That battery 

was identified by one Tikhon Mahanta. He had told that his battery was also 

stolen some days back. Then he could know that the motor pump and the 
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battery was stolen by the accused. Thereafter, he lodged the FIR in this regard. 

He proved the FIR as Ext1 and his signature as Ext.1(1). Police later seized the 

motor pump and battery. Villagers apprehended the accused and handed over to 

police.  

 

6. In his cross, he stated that he did not see the accused committing theft 

of motor pump and battery. He denied having any previous enmity with the 

accused. He also stated that he did not lodge the case immediately after coming 

to know about the theft. He again stated that Huneswar Kakoti had purchased 

the motor pump and the battery by paying money to the accused. But the 

accused did not hand over the same to him. The accused had kept the stolen 

motor pump and battery at some other place and had shown photographs to 

Huneswar Kakoti for selling the same. Huneswar Kakoti had shown him the 

photographs and he could identify the same from photographs. He also stated 

that he has not produced any documents regarding the ownership of the stolen 

motor pump.  

 

7. P.W.2, Sri Rajib Baruah deposed that about 3/4 months back, he along 

with some villagers were searching for a stolen buffalo in the village. In that 

connection, they went to the house of Huneswar Kakoti of his village. He told 

that one battery that is fitted to auto was sold by the accused Abinash to him. 

Some days back, one Tirtha Mahanta of their village had informed them that his 

battery was stolen from his auto and he asked them to search for the same. 

Therefore, they grew suspicious and called Tirtha Mahanta there. He came with 

the papers of his battery and matched the number. Then he was confirmed that 

it was his stolen battery. Huneswar Kakoti also told that the accused had come to 

sell one motor pump to him but he did not purchase the same. Then they 

searched for Abinash. The accused told them that he had kept the motor pump 

near some banana tree of the house of Bubul Mahanta. The accused brought out 

the motor pump. They could know that motor pump belong to Loba Kakoti and 

same was stolen by Abinash. Thereafter, Loba Kakoti lodged the case. Police 

arrested that accused. Police also seized the water pump and battery and 

prepared seizure list. He proved the seizure list as Ext2 and his signature as 

Ext2(1). 
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8. In cross, he stated that he did not see the accused committing theft of 

motor pump and battery. He also stated that the accused did not admit of 

committing theft before him. 

 

9. P.W.3, Sri Huneswar Kakati has deposed that the incident had happened 

on 26.01.2019. The accused had brought one APE battery to his house for 

selling. He purchased the same for Rs.1000/-. He could know that one APE 

battery belonging to Sri Tikhan Mahanto of his village was stolen. Therefore, he 

informed the president of Yuva sangha Sri Tutu Kakoti about the sale of one such 

battery by the accused. Then Tutu Kakoti along with villagers caught the accused 

and handed over to police.  

 

10. In his cross, he stated that he does not have any previous enmity with 

the accused. He denied the suggestion that he did not state before police that he 

did not purchase the battery from the accused for Rs.1000/-. He stated that he 

did not see the accused committing theft of the battery. He also stated that he 

did not know at the time of purchase that the battery belong to Tikhan Mahanto. 

He also has no knowledge whether the battery brought by the accused was 

stolen or purchased by him.  

 

11. P.W.5, Sri Utpal Das is the investigating officer of this case. He deposed 

that on 24.02.2019, he was posted at Saikhowaghat PS as attached officer. On 

that day, he registered this case being Saikhowaghat PS Case no.05/2019 and 

started investigation of this case. He visited the place of occurrence (P.O), draw 

a sketch of the P.O, recorded the statement of the witnesses. He seized one 

water pump and auto battery from the accused and prepared seizure list. He 

proved the seizure list as Ext2 and his signature as Ext2(1). He also identified 

M.Ext1 as the seized water pump and M.Ext2 as the seized auto battery. Ext3 is 

the sketch map and Ext3(1) is his signature. He again deposed that from 

statement of witnesses, sufficient material was found against the accused for 

commission of theft of those articles. Thereafter, he submitted charge sheet 

against the accused. Ext4 is the charge sheet and Ext4(1) is his signature. 

 

12. In his cross, he stated that he has not seized any document from any one 

regarding the ownership of the seized materials. He also stated that PW3 did not 
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state before him that he had purchased one auto battery from the accused for 

Rs.1000/-. He stated that the witness did not specifically state the amount before 

him.  

 

13. From above evidence, it is clear that none of the prosecution witnesses 

including the informant/victim has seen the accused committing theft of the 

motor pump from the house of Laba Kakati and the vehicle battery from the 

vehicle of Tikhan Mahanta. Hence, there is no eye witness of the alleged 

incident.  

 

14. The case set up by the prosecution against the accused through its 

evidence is that the stolen motor pump and battery were tried to be sold by the 

accused to Huneswar Kakati (P.W.3). He (P.W.3) knew that one battery of 

Tikhan Mahanta was already stolen from his vehicle. Hence, he (P.W.3) informed 

one Tutu Kakati of Yuva Sangha about the same. Then Sri Tutu Kakoti along with 

other villagers caught the accused. The accused thereafter had shown the place 

from where the stolen motor pump was recovered which is identified by the 

owner Sri Laba Kakati. Moreover, the owner of the battery Sri Tikhan Mahanta 

also identified his stolen battery. Hence, the prosecution has argued that it is the 

accused who has stolen the motor pump and battery.  

 

15. However, Tikhan Mahanta is not produced as a witness in this case. 

Moreover, the seized motor pump and battery are not identified by any of the 

prosecution witnesses except the I/O. No evidence, either oral or documentary is 

adduced to establish that the seized motor pump and battery were owned and 

possessed by Laba Kakati and Tikhan Mahanta. Hence, there is no satisfactory 

evidence to establish that seized motor pump and battery are actually owned and 

possessed by Laba Kakati and Tikhan Mahanta respectively. 

 

16. Apart from that, it is clear from evidence that the informant/victim in his 

FIR (Ext.1) has mentioned that the motor pump was stolen from his house about 

one month ago from the date of lodging the FIR. The informant has also 

mentioned in his FIR about theft of one battery from the vehicle of Tikhan 

Mahanta. Thus, the informant/victim is himself not aware about the date and 

time of the alleged theft of the motor pump and the battery. He has also not 
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stated why he had not lodged the FIR soon after he discovered about the alleged 

theft. Moreover, Tikhan Mahanta himself has not lodged any FIR regarding the 

theft of battery from his vehicle. Tikhan Mahanta is also not produced as a 

witness in this case. The FIR also mentions that the accused has also stolen cows 

and buffalos from many villagers. However, none of those persons whose cow 

and buffalo are allegedly stolen are produced. There is also no evidence from any 

of the witnesses in this regard. Moreover, no such cow or buffalo is recovered 

from the possession of the accused. The owners of such cows or buffalos have 

also not made any complaint regarding theft of the same. It is hence clear that 

the FIR is not clear regarding any of the alleged incidents.    

 

17. Moreover, it is also clear that all these alleged incidents of theft are 

different which does not have any connection with each other. The place of 

occurrence, date and time of these alleged incidents and the victims also appear 

to be different. It appears that all these alleged incidents are clubbed together 

and the FIR is lodged against the accused for all these alleged incidents after he 

was caught by villagers. The FIR (Ext.1) appears to be full of exaggeration and 

after thought and the reliability of its contents is hence doubtful.  

 

18. Prosecution has also argued that the seized motor pump and battery 

were recovered from the place where it was kept by the accused which the 

accused had himself shown. However, it is clear from above evidence that the 

accused and those articles were handed over to police by villagers. Hence, the 

alleged recovery of the articles is not made by police during investigation or 

custody of the accused. Among the witnesses, it is only the P.W.2 who has 

stated that recovery of these articles are made from a place which the accused 

had shown. However, this evidence is not supported and corroborated by any 

other witness. Although there are witnesses to the seizure list, there is however, 

no other witness to the alleged recovery of the seized articles. The accused has 

flatly denied the fact of any recovery of article from his possession. Hence, there 

is also no satisfactory evidence that the alleged recovery of stolen articles is 

based on any information from the accused.                    

 

19. From the above discussion, it transpires that the FIR on the basis of 

which the case started is full of exaggeration and after thought and the reliability 
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of its contents is hence doubtful. None of the witnesses has seen the accused 

committing the alleged theft of the seized articles. The ownership and possession 

of the seized articles is not satisfactorily established. The seized articles are also 

not identified by the claimed owners. Apart from that, there is also no 

satisfactory evidence that the alleged recovery of stolen articles is made from the 

accused or on the basis of any information from the accused. Situated thus, 

prosecution has failed to satisfactorily establish that the accused has committed 

theft of the seized articles.        

 

20. Therefore, considering all the aspect including the circumstances of the 

case, I am of the opinion that the prosecution has failed to prove its case under 

Section 380 of I.P.C. against the accused to the satisfaction of the Court. 

Accordingly, the accused Sri Abinash Gogoi is found not guilty and acquitted of 

the charge under Section 380 of I.P.C. and he is set at liberty forthwith.  

 

21. The bail bond executed by the accused and surety, if any are extended 

for next six months as per the Provisions of section 437(A) Cr.P.C.  

 

22. Seized articles, if any be returned to the rightful owner as per law.  

 

Case is disposed of on contest. 

Judgment is pronounced in open court, in presence of both sides, and given 

under my hand and seal of this court on this 03rd day of October, 2019.  

     

   

 (Debasish Kashyap) 

                   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), 
                             Chapakhowa, Sadiya 
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APPENDIX 

EXHIBIT OF THE PROSECUTION 

Ext.1…….FIR. 

Ext.1(1)….Signature of P.W.1 (Complainant). 

Ext.2…….Seizure list 

Ext.2(1)…..Signature of P.W.2 

Ext.2(2)…..Signature of P.W.4 

Ext.3……….Sketch map 

Ext.3(1)……Signature of P.W.4 

Ext.4………Charge Sheet. 

Ext. 4(1)…… Signature of P.W.4 (Signature of the I/O). 

 

EXHIBIT OF THE DEFENCE  

NONE 

MATERIAL EXHIBIT OF THE PROSECUTION 

M.EXT.1: Motor pump 

M.EXT.2: Auto Battery 

MATERIAL EXHIBIT OF THE DEFENCE 

NONE  

PROSECUTION WITNESS 

P.W.1: Sri Loba Kakoty 

P.W.2: Sri Sri Rajib Baruah 

P.W.3: Sri Huneswar Kakoty 

P.W.4: Sri Utpal Das (I/O) 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS 

NONE 

 

 

 

        (Debasish Kashyap) 

               Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M),  

          Chapakhowa, Sadiya  

  


